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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AFS INTERNATIONAL

AFS seeks to promote peace by stimulating an awareness 01 mankind's

common humanity both between and within nations and by
encouraging a w ider understanding of the diverse cultural, social, and

physical cm ironments which make up world society. It acknowledges

that peace can be threatened as much by social injustices between

nations and within nations as by international tensions.

In pursuit of this goal. the core of the AFS ,experience has been the

unique relationship in which a family accepts a maturing young person

from a different cultural background and in which people accept, for

the duration ol their ex'perience, a new family and educational

...it tuition, In addition, through experience and experimentation, A FS

encourages new models and opportunities for exchange.

AFS. an international organi/ation. does not concern itself with

religious, political or partisan affiliations. The AFS experience is based

on listening and participating on an individual basis within the

community as well as within the family.

AFS encourages all former participants to involve themselves with

situations in which they can apoly and project their AFS experience.
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OCCASIONAL PAPERS IN INTERCULTURAL LEARNING: AN iNTRomicTipN

Dr. Urs-Rainer von Arx, Vice President for Programs, AFS International

This is the first number of the Occasional Papers in Intercultural

Learning, a publication of AFS International/Intercultural Programs, Inc.

Through the dissemination of this and future numbers in this series, AFS

International intends to provide a service to all who are interested in

promoting intercultural learning experiences. AFS will make the Occasional

Papers available to volunteers, professionals, educators, students, re-

searchers, and others who are concerned with intercultural learning,

regardless of their institutional affiliation, level of involvement, or

geographical location.

Our plan for OPIL is to make it an open forum, in which the findings

of researchers and the ideas of practitioners and theoreticians can be

widely shared. We think of OHL neither as a newsletter nor an academic

journal. Out purpose is to use these pages to make available to a wider

audience a variety of useful information that relates to intercultural

learning--everything from practical step-by-step procedures to general ,

theoretical treatises. In keeping with our determination to perform a

service to all who are interested in intercultural learning, our contribu-

tors to this series will not be limited to people who are associated with

AFS International. Also in keeping with that determination, we encourage

you, our readers, to write to us with Your reactions, and with your sug-

gestions regarding topics for future issues. ye will value your comments,

and we will reply.

In this first number of OPIL, we are featuring an article by AFS's

Director of Research in which the key issues in cross-cultural training

are reviewed and related to the intercultural learning of students involved

in people-to-people exchanges. It is no accident that we.begin the OPIL

series with this article, for numerous people affiliated with AFS are com-

mitted to improving the orientation programs we provide for our partici-

pants. At AFS, both resec,rch and development efforts are now underway in

pursuit of this goal. (The reviews of the doctoral dissertations of

Robbins S. Hopkins and Nancy B. King, previously announced as appearing

in the first number of the Papers, will appear in the second number, to

be published this fall.)

Our statement of purpose calls for AFS to be the premier inter-

national organization promoting intercultural learning experiences. We

consider this publication a necessary pillar in our effort to fulfull our

purpose. We hope you will help us to make it more useful to you by com-

municating your reactions and ideas to us. We will gladly include your

friends and colleagues in our mailing list if you send us their names and'

addresses.
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IMPROVING INTERCULTURAL LEARNING THROUGH THE ORIENTATION OF SOJOURNERS

Dr. Cornelius Lee Grove.
Director of Research
APS International

Whenever a person soiourns among people who are culturally different

from himself, intercultural learning occurs. Obviously, the quantity and

quality of such learning differs* from sojourner to sojourner,,dePending on

a wde variety of factors. Juan may learn that hP must ask for a "lager"

the T3ritish Isles if.he wants a told beer. Grechen may learn how to

read, wcite, 'and converse in Portuguese, how to bake päo de mdlho, and how

to use a long stick to beat olives off the trees. Eleanor may eventually

naster the subtle intricacies of interpersonal relationships among the

people of China, and may become able to switch her cultural styles (not to

mention her language) depending on whether she is in the company of

Chinese or U.S. people. Each of these three sojourners has engaged in

intercultural learning, and it is entirely possible that each did so with-

out the benefit of any formal orientation program. Most of us are per-

sonally acquainted with people who have learned a great deal while living

in a different culture, and who have done so in spite of having little or

no formal orientation before or during their experience.

Whether intercultural learning per se is the foremost goal of

cress-cultural orientation programs is a matter of. definition. Orienta:

.tion is spoken O'F MOS': frecueny as a way of-enabling sojourners to

'rat mor ,7moot'y t'ae people of their host culture. One of

the nost resneotod autherltf_es in the f-Leld: of cross-cultural. training

.nas spoken o t le purpose ef orientation as "developing isomorphic attri-

butons" *;:rThne-is, 1975), by which he means, apparently, developing

er772, (flat is, the ability to give the same meaning to events as

de. TIornaps it is not necessary to employ such impressive

tornlinolegy in clescri-Ding what we are about. In-my experience, cross-

cultural Trieatations are largely intended to assist sojourners to

make practical preparations for travelling and living abroad,

(2) communicate verbally and (in soPhisticated training programs) non-

Ve2717 .7:_y with the people of their host country, (3) avoid committing too

many socThi blunders in their hosts' company, (4) refrain from using the

norms ane val,2es of their home culture to evaluate their hosts' behavior,

and tC5) witn the anxioty that wP call "culture shock."

,Jntercultural learning inclUdes numerous other objectives, some far

t)an the T:_vs enumerated. "Interdependence of peoples and

"nencef'21 conlict resolution," "personal growth and awareness,"

qn 'aneslijp Earth," and "uniYersals of culture" are only some

the ctifi ohrases assecRted with the intercultural learnjng movement.

'ocvr:2s with which virtually aT1 oc us can agree. Surely,

comearatively mundarle and practical goals of most orienta-

programs--rig'nt down to how many sirts take to Sri
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Lanka--cannot be dismissed as unworthy of the title "intercultural

learning." And a/1 of these objectives,,from number of shirts to uni-

versals of culture, can be attained in the absence of a formal orienta-

tion program. The question to,,be addressed in this article is how

orientation programs and materials.can facilitate the learning of these

things, or (perhaps more to the point) how such programs and materials

can best enatile the sojourner to be well disposed to learn these things

on his own.

,

The Difference between Merit and Worth*

It is important that we keep in mind what we know and don't know

about cross-cultural training and orientation. We know that people who

enter and remain for a long time in a culture different from their own

tend to have interpersonal difficulties and misunderstandings of various

kinds. We know that these problems arise in part because of differences

at the cultural level rather than as a reiUlt of personal idiosyncracies

(although these certainly play a role to some extent). These cultural

differences involve assumptions, values, habits of thought, and patterns

of behavior that are shared by large groups of people who live together

in the same geographic region, and that are not shared by people who live

elsewhere. Thanks to the painstaking work of anthropologists and other

participant-observers, these assumptions, values, habits, and patterns

can be described; furthermore, the differences between them and thes-e---

existing in some other geographic region can be described. We can also

describe the psychological and:physiological changes that individuals

tend to experience whenthey ctlange their,place of residence from one

geographic region to another. janally, we can also describe certain

habits of thought that seem to:be more or less universal, and that be-

come counterproductive when one takes up residence among culturally dif-
ferent people;' ethnocentrism and prejudice are two of these counter-

productive habits of thought.

Cross-cultural orientaticin occurs when we attempt to teach this

and related knowledge to people who are living, or who soon will be

living, among people who are culturally different from themselves. Such

teaching may have as its object not only increased awareness of knowl-

edge of this type, but also the development of certain skills that are

widely believed to be useful in coping successfully with the many dif-

ferences one encounters in an unfamiliar culture. We know that people

who have received this teaching ofEen "'report that it has been good, en-

joyable, stimulating, informative, well organized, and even helpful.

Comments of this kind are evaluations of the merit of a training program,

that is, of its value and excellence in terms of being well planned,
skillfully'de.livered, easily understood, relevant to the concerns and

problems of the participants, and so forth. By standards such as these,

*The concepts of "merit" and "worth," and the differences between

them, are discussed in general terms by Guba & Lincoln,il981.
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there are numerous cross-cultural training prograns available today that

have considerable merit. The reason why they have merit is because the

people who developed them worked long and hard to make them good.

The critical issue, however, is whether any of these training pro-

grams have worth. And.here is where we depart from the realm of what we

knew and enter the realm of doubt. For '%./orth" is established by demon-

strating empirically that-the training ha§ caused a signi,ficant improve-'

Ment in.the ability of the trainee§ to recognize as cultural in origin,

and to cope effectively with, the difficulties and misunderstandings that

they can reasonably be expected to have when living in a culture that is

not their own. Expressed in more positive terms, the "worth" of-training

is established by demonstrating empirically that what is learned during

the training is instrumental in improving the capacity of a sojourner to

engage in intercultural learning. It,is precisely this--the power of

cross-cultural training to change patterns of behavior so that a sojourner

1/
can improve his or her ability to learn and to avoid mis akes--about which'

we know little. And what little we do know does not un formly confirm

that cross-cultural training has worth. Some studies have been encourag-

ing (Brislin & Pedersen, 1976). But at least one concluded that training

actually reduced the ability 'of trainees to adjust to their new cultural

surroundings in the critical early weeks of the sojourn (Snyder, 1973).

And a case has been made on theoretical grounds that the learning objec-

tives we espouse for cross-cultural training are !_mpossible to attain

(Guthrie, 1975). Is cross-cultural training worth all the effort we've

been putting into it? We must take it on faith, to some extent, that it

does have potential for changing people and improving their ability to

learn. And having affirmed our faith in training, let us now move on to

the critical Question of how the worth of cross-cultural training and

oro.ntation r.:,-,p_ be .Y.-:-:..7.eaed. This is the question to be addressed in

the remalnde or th4s article.

v

Six Key Issues in Cross-Cultural Orientation

Since the time that cross-cultural orientation and training became

a. recognizable field some twenty years ago, practitioners and theoreti-

cians have had plenty to discuss and debate', both among themselves and

people outside the field. These discussions have dealt with issues

arising from almost every aspect of training for the intercultural sojourn

exber:ience. Six of these issues'are reviewed in the following paragraphs.

Thse ='ix have been selected cor review not only because they have been

-1;119r tcpics of di.scussion, but also because they iDrovide a basis on which

w: ffer some specific recommendations regarding the improvement of

to learni:g o." sojourners. Stated as questions, the six

7,10s pri.7 the foliowing:
'ms_17es as well as the principal participants?

':mphasize pre-departvre or post-arriva l. orientation programs?.

7ui'd knowiedge of the home culture or of the host culture?

',,eus -c :-ulture-speific or culture-general content?
-;o'eurcers For their return to their :Iome culture?

-nHlectua: or .7,xporiential trainThr;

7
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TRAIN FAMILIES AS WELL AS THE PRINCIPAL PARTICIPANTS? Trans-

national corporations, military servicest,!,universities, the diplomatic

corps, reliTious groups, an'd even student exchange organizations have

not always provided cross-cultural orientations for those who go our to

represent them in other countries. The 1960s and 1970s were decades in

'which people in the field of cross-cultural training struggled to con=

vince decision-makers to add Cultural orientations to their technical

,training programs. Persuasion has not been easy. Cross-cultural train-

ing costs money-and requires time, and iN the absence of convincing data

proving its effectiveness (or worth) it is readily branded as a "frill"

by executives with little.experience in cultures sharply different from

their own. To the extent that decision-makers have-been persuaded, tile

victory is due -largely to hard economic fact: People sojourning in

foreign nations have a high incidente of returning home before the end

of their assignment, always at enormous cost and inconvenience to their

sending organizations (Ackermann, 1976). As more and more transnational

organizations became frustrated by the high rate of eatlY returns, atten-

tion turned increasingly to an analysis of the reasons for failurL. It ,

was found that early returns were due only in part to"adjustment prob-

lems of the "principal," that is, the individual actually employed by

the sending organization. Far more often 4 was the spouse of the
principal who cracked under the strain of culture shock and loneliness.

Throughout the 1970s, cross-cultural specialists devoted more and more

effort to the design of training programifor spouses and children, and

in some cases for the family as a unit (Harris & Moran, 1979). Pa4 in

spite of the clear evidence of the huge difficulties involved in being a

spouse of someone working in an unfamiliar cultureexecutives and mana-

gers have been hesitant to embrace wholeheartedly this approach to

orientation.

Student exchange organizations that deal with young peopleiat the

high school and college (undergraduate) levels virtually never haye to.

contend with the adjustment problems of spouses. But a comparable train-

ing opportunity presents itself in the persons of both the natural and

host families of exchange students. The natural families of such st,u-

dents are probably the most neglected of all people directly associated

with a "principal" (in this case, the exchange student). One might be

tempted to think that, since natural.family members rarely appear in

person at the location where the student is sojourning, they could be

more or less ignored safely. Not true. In our experience at AFS Inter-.

national, we find that it is common for.students to talk by telephOne

with their natural families, sometimes as often as three times a week.

We have uncovered instances in which the advice and counsel offered by

parents and other natural family members .to the student has been detri-

mental to the adjustment and intercultural learning of the student. In

effect, due to the ease of worldwide communications, natural family mem-

bers potentially function as readily available cross-cultural trainers;

their opinions about what the student is experiencing, although often

misinformed or semi-informed, carry with them all the weight of parental

authority. Of course, one can lay down guidelines regarding telephone'
contact between students and their natural families, but such rules are

ignored by a significant number of parents and are unenforceable in any

case.
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secOnd reason why natural family members should be the re.cipients

of cross-cultural training is that they are often unprepared for the re-

turn of the individual TollQ spent a summer, semester, or year abroad. The

, returning person outwardly appears to be their son or daughter, sister or

brother, but in many ways is-not the person to whom they said good-bye

some months previously. This is not the place to rehearse the types of

changee that usually take place in a student during a homestay experie

ence. 5uffice it to say that the natural family members welcome back a

pers.en whom they unconsciously asSume will pick up where-he or'she left

off, but who aeLually is far more mature and independent than previously,

far more k:nowledeeable about a wide range of topics, and far more in need

of op,Tertunitles to tnlk about the se:ourn experience thnn family members

ere wng to provide. 7.esides being a contributing facto. to ':reverse

ee:'.ere sheck," the severe lack of preparation of natural family members

may be eounterproductive in terms of assisting or enabling thq. returnee

to ,:!_reetere and consolidate the jumble of :ntercultural learning expe'ri-

eecee u-11- b which he or she is coping during the first Month or two back

1),D7o.

There is little disagreement that hos4- family members should receive

an orientation, although probably less than a malioritv of hosts actually

partieipate in training sessions that could be termed "thorotIgh" or '

"extensive." Many hosts merely are sent or givee a handbook oT some kind,

which they may--oltmay rot--read at their leisere. Host family orienta-

tion materials tend to eoncentrate or n wide range of practical and

'emergeney procedures, on promoting a smooth mutual adjustment of the

*-:Amily :rif,1 the student, and on the intercultural learning that should be

fa:771,7y because of hosting a foreign individual in the

home. ThformetYnn regarding th'12 intercultural learning of the student

might promote and intensify such learning,

Wei .wbt_ absent, is not ern-Plias:zed 'n host family orientation

;i eractical matter, bost Parente are better situated than

env-no e se'to ssist the student in attaining et least someof the com-

mie, ehiee-tives ef intercultural learning. Preparing training approaches

and materal designed .to better enable hosts to fulfill this role is a

c:wilee,Igeg task, hut one that could yield learning benefits for the stu-

deees wbe

77,MASTZT.F. PPE-DEPARTURE OR POST-ARRIVAL ORTENTATION PROGRAMS? The

debeee ebeet the relative merits of pre-departure and post-arrival orien-

tatioe nrogremstis not simply an argument about how best to allocate

tj7le, 71011'.'y, ao other limited resourees. It is also an important theo-

retical 'esue turn'ng en nuestions such as who should conduct training,

tbe 4eeieree 4.r' best held, and whon trainees are best able to

re-d and ablerb L rn ining content. Yany transnational organiza-

eeeeentrate tbe'r efforts ofl are-departure training, that is, on

;ind ur,,vfding Formal erenLatior sessions before

e ear'e;pan: ledye home country., The case of AFS international

eee e, !.W, we no-lied 31 . oF the 5 A"S national offices

.- wer'd fn ar effort to determine, among other things, how mucn

b-ing r'evel.ed, nreportnnatelv, te nro-denertere, during-the-

eeet-reture erieeteton preereme, The ':ieeres we cnme uP

.`)
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with are rough but not inaccurate estimates: Pre-departureji7%, During-

the-sojourn 36%, Post-return 177'. In short, AFS concentrates almost half
of its orientati4n effort in the period of,time between the serection,of.

: the students and their departure.

Pre-departure,-orientations May be preferred by those responsible
for selecting sojdurners and sending them abroad, but thereas reason to
believe that extensive,..sophisticated pre-departure training is wasted
to a considerable extent, especially when it deals with the host country.
Por during the time when the trainees are still in their home environ-.
ment, most ofothem lack the background and fiist-hand experience that is
necessary for them to fully understand what their'trainers are talking
about. It is not that the trainees cannot understand the words and,sen-
tences., that they' hear or read while they are undergoing an orientation
prior tO departure. Rather, the problem is that the images'they form in
their minds as a consequence of receiving (hearing or reading) these
words and sentences are not, and cannot be, congruent with the realpy
ofan intercultural experience in a host country where they have never
sojourned. This point of view is based on a theory of human communica-
don advanced 'by anthropologist Edward T. Hall (Hall, '1976). This theory
views as naive the commonsense notion that we use language to gend
"messages" eb each,other. Hall points out that words are merely sounds

a

unless and until they enable the person who receives them to form mental
images. These Images of necessity must-pe drawn from a stocici of images
previously formulated on the basis of experiences that the person has-
had throughout life. The person who has had limited experience--in our
terms, limited with respect to contact with culturally different people
and places-=has limited ability to call up mental images that are con-
gruent with the reality of living in another culture. This 4eficiency

does not prevent the person from calling up Some sort of iauges (after
all, the words employed in any orientation program usually are under-
stood in a culture-bound way), but--worse, perhaps--insures that the
images that are called up are inaccurate without being perceived as in-
accurate. To the extent that this is true in the case of any given
trainee, the "worth" of pre-departure orientation is limited.

Accepting that thiS is a serious difficulty does, not lead to the
conclusion that pre-departure orientation programs ought to be scrapped.
It does suggest that pre-deParture orientations should (1) be relativelyr
short, (2) concentrate on practical matters such as obtaining visas and
selecting proper clothing, and (3) attempt to establish some basic ex-
pectations that are realistic in'terms of the situations the trainees
will encounter during their first week in the host country. Otherap=
proaches that are appropriate for pre-departure orientations include
culture-genera/ training and building awareness Of the trainees' home"'
culture (more about these below). For at least three reasons, 'full-
scale, culture-specific orientation to-the host culture should occur
after the sojourners have arrived in the host country. (1) Host
nat-ionals can participate as trainers or facilitators far more easily.
(2) The language and culture of the host country exists all around the
trainees, giving them greater motivation to learn\as well as a far
better basis for understanding the material in terms of the mental
images they are able to form. (3) Trainees can test their new awareness
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and Ln a ger:u.i.ne culture-contact>situation rather than

in the cortrived*,. ertificiel. atmosphere that tencls-to cllaracterize many

ex7eriential exercises Curing +ere-departeere orlantations.

4
,

.1,--aD KNOWLEDGE OF THE HOME CULTURE OR OF THE HOST CJITURE? The

word "orlentation" tends to suggest learning abo!itt_lhe hogt.Oulture, at

least whe, approached uncritically. IL is aot a mátter of uniyersal

agreecrt ,J however, that th:f's Is .w.hat orientation should be. As long as

thirty yt-Jirs ago, a leadingtagure ih the field of internati.onal educA-

tion WZ4':4'-' thet eechle Intendin7 te.s.o.'-ourn abroad shoLld prepare by

studvino their netive ,7ulture 7nther than +-ha" 25 tl-e place to be visited

27,Th And one e7. the ,best keown tralining designs c:eveloped,in

the 162.4, C'Iu "cc,atrast-Amer4cen tecbelcee," was based on the assumption

riat 'te-Y-al:edge of .11.e%s hc're eunc an effective aid to adjustment

in 'nether oeiture (Kraemer, 1973). The debate belween the pro-home and

pro-host :elvecates urobahly never will be settled, fn eart because the

u course oF ectiee that many would agree is best--building knowledge of both

:1070 !:,,rtC1 3'.: cultures-10 too exnensive fer many transnational,organiza-

tionse 71:ve w1.19 .revor tra1ning that focuses on the host culture have

tended to maintain the weer hand, la+tely because their point of view

has seemed intultively'correct. 7:wo of the ergemeats.2ut forward by

tbose who efhTtocate focusIne on the hetfle eelte:-e are wo7th noting, how- .0

ever. First, t'eer.8 is ee effective wav of oreeerIng 1 trainee for imieer-

si,en Ln 'en enfemiliar culture oneI: he Le :'_7'....ly emmerse'in it, be=

_cause no tyno -)4: trainingnot uven experiential trainingcan approximate

an uefemI'.er en'ture ir el'. Lts subeetet, nichness, and eomplexity.
. .

trlIe!ne thet etteents te e1/2elete on no-om..2'ar cuture is likek to

77.nvern,_7,,.7v ,,ty:er ,_f, 7 ,e)Oederah.0 ';eereo, mnd to provide traihs
,.

wIt a 'e": .-- ee-:.:-..-en. Th'e ereemen.t recalls the point made

eamller ebeet t e 1;meee-bi7_1te; o' !,,'n '.1-' mental images of somethiag

Ciat e 7,':..ee hee neve- exoerlesaced.) Feeend, ')eYl.,:i.ng awareness of one'd
r

'let%' '.=;' h,'e-,:s the :P)t_ot7'. er:vantage of lo'.pIng Lo
cbange the ethno-

-Y:Itr:- 1; or =r;lirloes; that is, i.t eray help them to understand

'..Het reebeesey "eetereY vaThes an(1 bellavfers are actually choices

from amoog e vest range 0" eetential alternagves ava1,1abe to humans,

end thnt-:.here Te, o.,, --eoen why oeen: lie:Ing In .+socIeties elsewhere

sheulri eot heye mede a difrerent set ,.,7 ,.:1',*7.c,2. 7.educing ethnocentrism

-,..-le 70, 'IY %7 r'ieot e': Intercultural learning, and attaining an

aot..--e)o7o!,.st'.-, oeref,e:tLve '7'.
o7.0'cl native'celtere may be an especiallv

efe'etive '''0., 0 7 f',_:11 ;Away :.L t'lc hab:t,e' o.ciuming thet f.amiliar
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oe a problem of categorization. Is a program desined to Huild ware-

ness of one's home culture properly classified as "cuiture-specific" or

"culture-generaV? At first glance, the answer seems obvious: culture-

specific. Often, however, the basic purpose of training that focuses on

\Vile home culture is to increase the trainees' understanding of tho,

Cum of culture,.of'how culture invades and determines one's life at

every level, of the possibility 'that different solutions to common human

probleis are equally workable, and so forth. In 'short, culture-specific

training about the home culture sometime's embraces learning objectives

that we usually associate with.the culture-genera/ approach. Second, it

is not always possible to arrive at a conclusion about the culture-

spe.cific vs. culture-general issue on purely theoretical grounds. Prac-

tical considerations are inTortant. Who is to develop tne orientation

materials? Who is to deliver-the training'sessions? Culture-specific

training should be-prepared and presented only by individuals who possess

a great deal of knowledge about the culture in questiCim and., ideally,

who have had a great deal of experlience living or sojcu ing in that cul-

ture. If this type of expertise is not available, culture-general train-,

ing is to ike pre-ferred, theoretical consiierations to the' contrary
,*!IP

notwithstanding.

On the theoretical side, the positions of the protagonists can be

summarized as follows. Those favoring the culture-specific approach base

their case to a large extent on the need for efficiency and effectiveness

on the part of the sojourner. Sure (they say), given enough time and

allowing for an unlimited number of blunders, many people can adjust ro

even the most radically different culture--bUt why rely completely on.a

lengthy and personally exhausting trial-and-error approach to adjustment.

when much of the unfathomable-can be described and practiced beforehand?

And they crititize the generalists,as providers of wishy-washy theories

with little practical value when one is trying to deal with the realities

of daily life in a new culture. Tiie generaliss, on thr, other hande ar-

gue that teaching the specifics of another culture is an enormously com-

plex task that is almost impossible to do thoroughly and well. Further-

more, ehey object thaL culture-specific training tends to paralyze the

trainee when he finally confronts the new culture because he is temited

to rely on his (inevitably incomplete) training instead of employing a

broad cpectrum of skills to become observant, open, flexible, and conse-

quently self-reliant in the 'face of cultural differences. Whatever the

relative merits of these opinions, many cross-cultural trainers would

agree that thde is value in both.approachesk Many orientation programs

include elements of each.

TRAIN SOJOURNERS FOR THEIR RETURN TO THEIR .HOME CULTURE? Perhaps

the clearest trend to emerge during the 1970s Wds t,Te steady growth in

awareness of "reverse culture shock," the series of difficulties often

faced by people returning to their home country following an extended

sojourn abroad. The commonsense'view of an expatriate's homecoming had'

been that readjustment was more or less automatic. (This was, after all,

his native culture!) But this view was wrong. The reason why it was

wrong was that it failed to take into account the degree to which an
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individual is capable of adjusting to a different culture), is capable of

becoming, culturally speaking, a different person. To the extent that

someone has assumed a new set of cultural characteristics, then, it is

misleading to speak of him or her as "returning home." Where is home?

The old, naive view of an expatriate's return was content with answering

that question on purely historical grounds. On cultural grounds, however,

answering that question is a:complex task, and the answer for any indi-

vidual returnee is, to some extent, unique. What came to be realized

during the 1970s was that, for some sojourners, readjustment to the home

culture proved to be even more difficult than the initial adjustment to

the host culture. Eventually, a rough rule of,thumb was formulated:

People whose adjustment to the host culture had been comparatively suc-

cessful were likely to be the ones who would suffer the most upon return-

ing home (Adler, 1976). Because researchers had been able to describe

certain common characteristics of the reverse culture shock syndrome

(Marsh, 1975),.orientation procedures were simple to develop. In the

main, they consist of (1) building realistic expectations about the days

and weeks immediately following one's return (this goal to be achieved

before' the scijourner departs from the host culture), and (2) bringing

sojourners together so that sharing and mutual.support could occur

naturally and informally (this goal to be realized after the sojourner

returns to his "home" culture).

USE INTELLECTUAL OR EXPERIENTIAL TRAINING METHODS? During the

1970s, numerous innovative cross-cultural training techniques were pub-

lished, most of which were of the experiential variety. The issue of

whether intellectual or experiential procedures were best was not-widely

discussed. (For an exception, see Pedersen & Rowell, 1977). The Great

Debate on this issue iad taken place in the 1960s,.when the supporters of

experiential training methOds severely criticized the practitioners of

the so-called "university model," an intellectual approach to training

that had dominated the field through the mid-1960s. The turning point is

generally accepted to have taken place in 1967 with the publication of an

article by Roger Harrison and Richard Hopkins (Harrison & Hopkins, 1967).

To understand the appearance of this article at that particular.time', one

must know that research during the early 1960s as well as the anecdotal

testimony of numerous returned Peace Corps volunteers had established that

the adjustment record of expatriate Americans was poor. Harrison and

Hopkins argued that the adjustment difficulties of Americans could be

traced to the use of traditional teaching approaches in cross-cultural

training programs, which up until that-time had taken place most often on

university campuses. This intellectualized approach, they maintained,

was not o,-Cly inadequate but actually counterproductive; it probably was

reponsible for much of the culture shock experienced by Americans on

'ass4=:nment in foreign rations. Harrison and Hopkins stated that because

le.:rninp, methods (such as lectures and re-adings) encourage

Lhc icarnor to depeud on experts and authorities for direction and infor-

mation, and because these sources of support were bouna to be absent in

'orogn environment, most learners would be crippled by the numerous

iuld strange sit.uations they would encounter in the host country.

Parr3on and Flopkins were aware that the intellectual approach avoided



emotional engagement so that better understanding could be achievea, but

they argued that emotional,distance was neither possible nor desirable

once a person arrived on assignment in a new culture. They stressed

that trainees needed to develop wh'St they termed "emotional muscle" and

an ability to work withOut outside supports in making choices and dealing

with uncertainties: They recommended a training design that focused on

skills such as solving problems in situations where the nature- of the

problem was not clear, using data immediately present in the environment,

making choices in the face of competing sets of values, and being willing

'.'to act in the absence of painstaking analysis or the direction of outside

authority.

Given its stress on the practical importance of self-reliance, in-

ductive reasoning, problem-solving, freedom from authority, getting

things done, and learning from first-hand experience, the Harrison and

Hopkins article is a classic example of the application of U.S. traits

and values to the attainment of an objective--the objective in this case

being the improvement of orientation programs for people going abroad.

In their defense, two points must be remembered. First, they were

addressing themselves to a U.S. audience. Second, the old training

approach had indeed been found wanting. On the other hand, the point of

view they enunciated has had a lasting impact on cross-cultural orienta-

tion practices around the world due to the fact that U.S. people have

dominated the field since its inception. This is unfortunate. For the

experiential approach urged by Harrison and Hopkins (and by scores of

others who have followed them) rarely has been examined to decide how

appropriate it is for the many cultures where styles of learning and

teaching differ from those preferred in the U.S.A. The experiential

methodology is based on a set of assumptions that are known by anthro-

pologists of education'to be inappropriate in many cultures, and that

are not universally accepted by the U.S. public for which they'originally

were developed.. Some of the assumptions that, singly or I various com-

binations, undergird many experiential training exercises are these:

(1) that trainees are willing and able to assess their own needs,

and that they share responsibility with the trainer for meeting those

needs;
(2) that self-directed "learning by doing," often involving trial-

and-error methods, is the most effective way of acquiring knowledge and

skill;
(3) that role playing in contrived situations can so realistically

reproduce the circumstances of everyday life that the skills gained in

the former are easily transferred to the latter; and

(4) that disclosure of one's private thoughts and, feelings in a

public forum is helpful in terms of learning and personal growth.

While it is probably true that the initial fascination with highly

experiential methods has worn thin for many practitioners (Hoopes. 1979),

a recently published and authoritative manual in the field of cross-

cultural training advocates a wholly experiential approach (Casse, 1979).

The importance of matching the method to the trainee still is not widely

appreciated, or so it would appear.
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Summary and Recommendations

Intercultural learning occurs to some extent whenever a person so-

journs among culturally different people. The intercultural learning of

.

that soj'oerner has "worth" to the degree that it brings about certain
empirically verifiable changes in her or his behavior, changes that are
beneficial to the individual (as sojourner or as returnee) and/or to man-

kind generally. Cross-cultural orientation programs have "worth" to the

extent that they improve the capacity or the disposition of A sojourner

to engage in intercultural learning. The thoughtful preparation and
skillful delivery of such programs have given many of them a great deal

.of "merit." But the "worth" of orientations has nOt been conclusively

demonstrated. The focus of our concern should be how the worth of cross-

cultural orientation prOgrams can.be increased.

Frot among the various topics of interest in.the field of cross-

cultutal training and orientation over the past two decades, six were re-

viewed in the body of thisippaper. I selected these six issues for review

in part-because they provide me with a basiS for making recommendations

concerning how the worth of orientations can be increased, or, put dif-

ferently, how we can improve intercultural learning through the orienta-

tion of sojourners.

The first issue that was reviewed is a question about the value of

training families. Although this issue initially arose with respect to

the spouses and children of personnel assigned to posts in foreign coun-

tries, its counterpart in the field of international student exchange is

the training of natural families and (in the case of homestay programs)

host families. Natural families usually are briefed regarding the

Mechanical and fine:ucial aspects of the exchange experience, but there is

little commitment to providing them with cross-cultural training. There

is general agreement that host families should receive such training, but

few actually participate in extended formal training sessions. Even if

we limlt our objective to improving the intercultural learning of the so-

journer only, we need to appreciate that neglect of host and natural fami-

lies is shortsighted. For, these families are in frequent cOntact with .the

sojourner and are well situated to act, as it were, as his or her cross-

cultural trainers or counselors. Since host and natural families will act

in these capacities whether or not we prepare them, it becomes incumbent

on us to see to it that they are well trained. I think that we might go

so far as to view orientation for host and natural families as a,species

of training for trainers.

The second issue'reviewed in thrs paper involves the relative empha-

sis placed on pre-departure and post-arrival (or, more broadly, during

the-sojourn) orientations. I believe,that this issue has not received

the attenti.on lt deserves. By raising it here T hope to stimulate aware-

(,! is importance in terms of improving the Intercultural learning

of sojourners., For I believe that much of the effort lavished on lengthy,

full-sr,Ile ore-departure orientation programs is wasted. I.am not making

allow .thc ol these programs, but rather questioning-

tE, wMch Cley can have "worth." YV main arguments regarding

this matter already have been presented; they are based on the inability

1 5
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of trainees with little-or nO intercultural experience.td fully compre-/

hend sophisticated presentations concerning either the details of life

in the hst culture or the nature of the cross-cultural adjustment proc-

ess. Wh t I am advocating is not the abandonment of pro-departnre

orientations, but a switch in emphasis so Lhat the preponerance 01
effort comes after the participants have arrived in the host country.

The adva
I tages of doing this, already enumerated, are grounded in a

single fa(ct: Once in the host country, trainees frequently if not con-

tinually experience the kinds of situations and problems to which cross-

culturalktraining addresses itself. Specifically, I believe that the

orientaeion sessions that most'effectively promote intercultural learn-

ing are those that occur two to four weeks after the participants have

arrived. Why? 'Because it takes a couple of Weeks for the euphoria to

wear off, for relationships to be established with the host population,

for mistakes and misunderstandings to occur, and for the sojourners to

realize how much they don't know about the host culture and about the

nature of the intercultural experience, and how important it is for them

to learn what cross-cultural training has to offer. Of-course, it may

be Ampractical or prohibitively expensive to bring a group of sojourners

back together after they have dispersed to the far corners of a large

nation. BuL, if at all possible, a major orientation program should be

made available to them two to four weeks after they begin living in. the

new culture.

-
. \

The third issue concerns the comparative advantage of building

knowledge Of one's home or host culture. I hope that my recommendation

in the preceding paragraph underscores my views regarding the critical

importance of training regarding the host culture. What I want to point

out is thatthere also is value in building a sojourner's knowledge of

his or her home culture. (This should be accomplished during pre-

departure orientation sessions.) If we are committed to improving the

capacity and disposition of the sojourner for intercultural learning,

then we cannot afford to ignore this type of training. I have already

noted that gaining an anthropologist's perspective on one's home culture

may be an especially effective means of reducing ethnocentrism, which,

in turn, should improve one's disposition to remain open-minded to all

that the host culture has to offer. Let me add here that a sojourner's

capacity to engage in intercultural learning alsO may be improved by

gaining such a perspective because it increases his awareness of the

many types of variations that may exist between two cultures. To the

extent.that one is awake to the types of differences that may occur, he

has learned how to learn.

Issue number four asked Whether it is best to focus on culture-

specific or culture-general content in orientation programs. I agree

with the conclusion that there is value in both approaches. Certainly,

in what I have said throughout this paper, there is evidence of the im-

portance I attribute to the culture-specific approach. In my view, how-

ever, culture-general training may be underutilized. For the objectives

of this approach are to improve in a general way the awareness of the

sojourner regarding a wide range of cultural phenomena, and to increase

his or her skills for dealing with,cultural differences and culture

shock. In terms of increasing intercultural learning, these objectives

lb
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hold promise of being especially productive because, again, they help the

sojourner to learn how to learn.

Issue number five focused on the question of whether it is impor-

tant to provide orientation.programs for returnees. There has been grow-

ing agreement that "re-orientation" is valuable--indeed, may be necessary

--and that a successful program involves sessions before the sojourners

depart from their host country as well as after they return home. Those

of us committed to the improvement of intercultural learning should not

dismiss these procedures as useful only in facilitating readjustment.

The mutual sharing of knowledge, experiences, feelings, and especially

impressions of the "home" environment from the perspective of an outsider

can be an invaluable factor in enabling the recent returnee to assemble,

order, and consolidate the vast and disparate bits of learning acquired

throughout his or her intercultural experience.

The last key issue dealt with the debate between the proponents of

experiential training methods on the one hand, and'the defenders of the

intellectual approach on the other. Although I view myself as promoting

cross-cultural training that maintains a flexible balance between these

two extremes, the fact that experiential training continues to enjoy

great popularity to some extent casts me in the role of a defender of the

old "university moder." I am not comfortable in that role because, at

base, I have only two complaints regarding experiential methods. First,

they are in danger of being culturally inapPropriate, depending upon the

customary learning style of the people whom one is training; this is the

objection'I raised in detail in the body of this paper. Second, even

allowing for trainees who appreciate these procedures--and I have no

doubt that many are to be found, especially in the U.S.A.--experiential

exercises rarely are able to deliver all that their proponents have

promised. This is less the fault of the method than of its advocates,

who sometimes leave the impression that an unfamiliar culture can be

created in all it,s subtlety and detail right there at the training site,

enabling participants to experience authentic cultural differences in a

laboratory situation. (In my view, the most exaggerated claims tend to

be made for simulation games, many of. which are commercially marketed.)

'I'm confident that a painstaking microanalysis of almost 'any experien-

tial training activity not occurring in the host culture wbuld demonstrate

that the familiar cultural elements (that is, those deriving from the home

culture) in play at any moment outweigh the unfamiliar, contrived ones.

What I would like to see more of is moderation on the part of those who

love experiential exercises. I do not wish to promote a wholesale return

to the university model. For I am convinced that both experiential and

intellectual methods have their'place in cross-cultural orientations. I

also believe that some of the most promising training activities are the

ones that blend these two approaches to a greater or lesser degree: case

studies, self- and cultural-awareness exercises, films and dramatizations

followed by discussions; role plays, community investigations, and the

Like. ,A fundamental objective of activities such as these is helping the

participnnt to _Learn how to learn. And to the extent that this objective

Ls attained for any trainee, improved intercultural learning would seem

to be the inevitable outcome.
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In concluding, I would like to report that AFS International is

committed to a lOng-term effort to improve the intercultural learning

of exchange students and other program participants by upgrading the

orientation procedures we emp1oy before, during, :Ind nfror their expori-

ence in a different culture. Some of the steps that we have tak on dud

are taking in pursuit of this goal are the development of manuals for

orientation leaders and facilitators (such as the Host Family Orientation

Handbook), the sharing of successful methods and materials all around the

world (through the annual editions of the AFS Orientation Handbook), and

the preparation and pilot-testing of model comprehensive orientation

packages (as in our "Integrated Orientation Project"). Research is play-

ing a role, too. Two current projects are of special,relevance. In one,

we are studying in great depth the nature of the host family experience

and the patterns of interaction among members of the.family and the

hosted student; the findings of this prOect should enable us to produce

a superior host family orientation manual. In the other, we are examin-

ing in great detail what occurs during the orientation sessions offered

to students by a hosting.country, and what effect these sessions have in

terms of the adjustment and intercultural learning of the students; the

findings of this project should.provide us with a better understanding

of the "worth" of orientations and help us design improved methods and

materials for the critical during-the-sojourn phase of the orientation

process.

Our progress in these various tasks will be reported in future

umbers Of the Occasional Papers in Intercultural Learning as well as in

other forums as appropriate. Meanwhile, I hope that the thoughts and

recommendations in this paper will stimulate discussion and renewed com-

mitment to the development of worthwhile orientation programs among my

colleagues.
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